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For the Fiscal Year 1956-57
Charles W. Upp, Director
Louisiana State University
and






Governor Earl K. Long
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
My Dear Sir:
I have the honor to transmit herewith, through the Dean of
the College of Agriculture and the President of Louisiana State
University and Agricultural and Mechanical College, the report of
the Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station for the fiscal year
1956-57, as required by the Hatch Act, which provided for the es-
tablishment of Agricultural Experiment Stations in the several
states.
Copies of this report will be sent to the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture in Washington, D.C., and to other Experiment
Stations, as required by the Hatch Act, and a sufficient number will
be printed to supply members of the Legislature, Public Boards, li-
braries and leading agriculturists.
Very respectfully,
Charles W. Upp, Director
Louisiana Agricultural
Experiment Station
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Annual Report
Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station
For the Fiscal Year 1956-57
Agricultural Chemistry and Biochemistry
Bulletins and Circulars
HOLLINGER, M. E. Effect of Temperature and Shell Treatment on Egg
Quality. La. Agr. Exp. Sta. Circular No. 48. June 1957.
Articles to National Professional Journals
Bailey, M. E., E. A. Fieger, and A. F. Novak. Objective Tests Ap-
plicable to Quality Studies of Ice Stored Shrimp. Food Research
21, 611-620, 1956.
Fieger, E. A., M. E. Bailey, and A. F. Novak. Chemical Ices for
Shrimp Preservation. Food Technology 10, (12) , 578-583, 1956.
Kaloyereas, S. a. The Standardization of Olive Oil and the Problem
of Quality. Chimika Chronika, 21, No. 10, pp. 255-6, October,
1956.
Kaloyereas, S. A. Current Problems and Recent Advances in the
Knowledge of Fats and Oils. Chimika Chronika, 21, No. 11,
pp. 263-8, November 1956.
Kaloyereas, S. A. Gas Storage of Foods. Dry-ice a Dynamic Medium
for Precooling Fruits and Other Perishable Products. Chimika
Chronika, February 1957.
MclNTYRE, R. T., and E. W. Berg. Mineral Content of Spanish Moss.
Ecology, 37, No. 3, July 1956.
Novak, A. F., E. A. Fieger, and M. E. Bailey. Vitamin Content of
Fresh, Processed Shrimp. Food Freezing, July 1956.
Novak, A. F., E. A. Fieger, and M. E. Bailey. Vitamin Content of
Fresh, Frozen Oysters. Quick Frozen Foods, November 1956.
Novak, A. F., E. A. Feiger, and M. E. Bailey. Stability of Amino
Acids of Frozen Oysters During Storage Period Shown in Ex-
periments. Quick Frozen Foods, 19:10, 84, April 1957.
Williams, V. R., and J. F. Christman. The Effect of Biotin on the
Phosphorylation of 2-Desoxy-D-Glucose. Bacteriological Pro-
. ceedings, p. 118, 1956.
I 3
Williams, V. R., E. A. Andrews, and J. F. Christman. Studies on a
Biotin-Hexokinase Interrelationship. Archives of Biochemistry
& Biophysics, 66, 234, 1957.
Williams, V. R., and S. E. Cauthen. Preparation and Properties of
Biotinyl Phosphate. Federation Proceedings, 16, 270, March
1957.
Williams, V. R. Aspartase Activity of Cell Free Extracts Prepared
from Aged Cell Suspensions of Bacterium Cadaveris. J. Bact.
74, 410-411, 1957.
Williams, V. R., Wi-Ting Wu, Hsiu Y. Tsai, and H. G. Bates. Varie-
tal Differences in the Amylose Content of Rice Starch. Journal
of Agricultural and Food Chemistry.
Other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Mnltilithed or Mimeographed)
FiEGER, E. A., M. E. Bailey, and A. F. Novak. Refrigeration of
Shrimp Without Direct Contact With Ice. The Southern Fish-
erman Annual 16, (12) , 21-23, 81, 82, 1956.
Kaloyereas, S. a. The Crystallization of Honey. Effect of Ultra-
sonics, Rapid Freezing and of a New Inhibitor of Crystallization.
Agricultural Economics
Articles to National Professional Journals
Plaxico, J. S., and F. H. Wiegmann. Allocation of Resources in
Farm Management and Production Economics Research. Jour-
nal of Farm Economics, Vol. XXXIX, No. 1, February 1957, pp.
86-93.
Wiegmann, F. H. Farm Income—A Confused Picture. Journal of
Farm Economics, Vol. XXXIX, No. 2, May 1957, pp. 490-501.
Other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Mnltilithed or Mimeographed)
Alexander, W. H. The Effect of the Milk Audit Law on Incomes of
Louisiana Dairy Farmers. Louisiana Rural Economist, Vol. 13,
No. 3, August 1956, pp. 1, 2, 7, 8.
Bolton, B. The Extent of Low Income Farming in Louisiana. Lou-
isiana Rural Economist, Vol. 19, No. 1, February 1957, pp. 3-4.
Bolton, B., and M. M. Lindsey. Data for Farm Planning in the Delta
Cotton Areas of Louisiana. DAE Circular No. 203, May 1957.
4
Bolton, B. The Low Farm Income Problem in Louisiana. DAE
Circular No. 204, May 1957.
Burns, A. J., A. C. Harper, and M. D. Woodin. New Orleans Needs a
New Market. Louisiana Rural Economist, Vol. 18, No. 4, Novem-
ber 1956, pp. 2-3, 8.
Burns, A. J., and M. D. Woodin. Commercial Fruit and Vegetable
Canning and Freezing Operations in Louisiana 1956-57 Season.
DAE Circular, No. 201, May 1957.
Campbell, J. R. Man Hours, Returns, Costs, and Profits Large Sugar
Cane Farms in Louisiana, 1952, 1953, and 1954. DAE Circular
No. 196, November 1956.
Campbell, J. R. Man Hours, Returns, Costs, and Profits Raw Sugar
Mills in Louisiana. 1952, 1953, and 1954. DAE Circular No. 197,
November 1956.
Frickie, D. B. Recent Trends in the Broiler Industry. Louisiana
Rural Economist, Vol. 18, No. 4, November 1956, pp. 3, 8.
GiLE, B. M., and A. R. Edgar. Louisiana Farm Real Estate Prices and
Market Activity by Parishes, 1952-1955. DAE Circular No.
200, December 1956.
GiLE, B. M. Listing of Graduate Degrees Conferred from June 1936-
August 1957. DAE Circular No. 202, June 1957.
GiLE, B. M. Louisiana Farm Real Estate Prices and Market Activity,
DAE Circular No. 206, June 1957.
Harper, A. C. Horticultural Specialities—One of Louisiana's Least
Known Agricultural Enterprises. Louisiana Rural Economist,
Vol. 19, No. 1, February 1957, pp. 1, 5, 6.
Hawthorne, P. L., and J. M. Law. Further Container Studies in
Marketing Riper Peaches. Horticultural Research Circular No.
37, February 1957, pp. 1-4.
Hudson, J. F. Cotton Price Relationships in Farmer's Local Markets.
Southern Cooperative Series Bulletin No. 51, June 1957. Pub-
lished at Missouri Experiment Station.
Hudson, J. F. Discussion—Peculiarities of Agriculture. Proceedings
of Southwest Social Science Association.
Law, J. M., and J. K. Hanes. Experiments With Prepackaged Lou-
isiana Sweet Potatoes. Yamgram, Vol. 11, No. 1, January 1957,
p. 2.
Law, J. M,, and J. K. Hanes. Prepackaged Louisiana Sweet Potatoes.
Louisiana Rural Economist, Vol. 18, No. 4, November 1956,
pp. 4-6.
Law, J. M., and P. L. Hawthorne. Further Studies in Prepackaging
Riper Peaches. DAE Circular No. 199, February 1957.
5
Montgomery, J. P. The Outlook for Beef Cattle Prices in 1957. The
Polled Hereford World Magazine, Vol. 10, No. 10, October 1956,
pp. 212, 216, 217, 220, 221, 222.
Montgomery, J. P. Trends in Farms Producing, Acreage, and Pro-
duction of Selected Agricultural Crops, Louisiana, 1910-1955.
DAE Circular No. 195, November 1956.
Roy, E. p., and D. B. Frickie. Economic Integration in the Broiler
Industry. Broiler Growing Magazine, February 1957, pp. 16, 48-
49; March 1957, pp. 20, 62; April 1957, pp. 17, 54.
Roy, E. p., and A. J. Burns, Marketing Research in Canned Yams.
Yamgram, Louisiana Sweet Potato Development Commission,
Spring Quarter 1957, p. 2.
Roy, E. p. An Economic Appraisal of Louisiana's Poultry Industry.
DAE Circular No. 205, May 1957.
Roy, E. p. An Economic Integration in the Broiler Industry. DAE
Circular No. 208, June 1957.
Roy, E. p. Marketing Cattle and Calves Through Southern Auctions.
Southern Cooperative Series Bulletin No. 48, February 1957.
Published at Virginia Experiment Station.
St. Clergy, C, J. Goodwin, and M. D. Woodin. A Report on the Lake
Charles Feeder Calf Sale. DAE Circular No. 193, September
1956.
St. Clergy, C, J. Goodwin, and M. D. Woodin. A Report on the
Acadia Parish Feeder Calf Sale. DAE Circular No. 194, October
1956.
St. Clergy, C, J. Goodwin, and M. D. Woodin. A Report on the Delhi
Feeder Steer and Calf Sale. DAE Circular No. 198, December
1956.
Wiegmann, F. H. Drought and the Need for Supplemental Irriga-
tion in Louisiana. Louisiana Rural Economist, Vol. 18, No. 4,
November 1956. pp. 1, 6, 8.
Wiegmann, F. H. The Role of Agriculture in an Industrial Economy.




Porter, W. K., C. H. Thomas, L. F. Curtis, and D. R. Melville.
Chemical Weed Control in Cotton. La. Agr. Exp. Sta. Circular
No. 42 (revised) . February 1957.
6
Articles to National Professional Journals
Saveson, I. L. Precision Surface Drainage for Sugarcane Land.
World Crops, Vol. 8, No. 8, August 1956.
Saveson, I. L. Flat Planting of Sugarcane on Graded Land. Agricul-
ture Research Service 41-12, November 1956.
Other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Multilithed or Mimeographed)
Butler, H. E. Draft Requirements of Anhydrous Ammonia Applica-
tor Feet. Dept. Cir. No. 24, March 1957.
Poole, W. D. Sprays and Insect Control for Farm Buildings. Farm
Journal, p. 1, August 1956.
Saveson, I. L., K. V. Stewart, and A. N. Gibson. Draining Cropland
in the Mississippi Delta and the Gulf Coastal Plains.
Saveson, I. L., and Z. F. Lund. Deep Tillage for Sugarcane Produc-
tion.
Saveson, I. L. Land Forming for Drainage in Louisiana. February
1957.
Thomas, C. H. Good Seedbed Important in Weed Control. The Cotton
Trade Journal, April 1957, Vol. 37, No. 14, p. 4. Also published
in Weekly Newspapers for the International Cotton Industry.
Agronomy
Bulletins and Circulars
Finley, L., and F. W. Self. Some Facts About the Fiber Quality of
Stardel Cotton. La. Agr. Exp. Sta. Circular No. 44. December
1956.
Other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Multilithed or Mimeographed)
Byrnside, D. S., Jr., and M. B. Sturgis. Sugarcane Fertilization.
Department Staff. Report of Projects, Department of Agronomy,
for 1956.
Owen, C. R. Grasses and Legumes for Pastures. Proceedings of the
Twenty-Third Annual Meeting American Tung Oil Association,
pp. 15-16, September 1956.
Patrick, W. H., Jr. Results of Experimental Work with Subsoiling
and Deep Placement of Fertilizer.
7
Y
Self, F. W., J. A. Hendrix, J. Y. Oakes, J. G. Marshall, and R. S.
Woodward. Cotton Variety Trials in Louisiana for 1956.
Sturgis, M. B. Fertilizer Recommendations for Louisiana. 1956.
Sturgis, M. B., J. A. Hendrix, and R. J. Miears. The Maintenance of
Soil Productivity.
Animal Industry
Articles to National Professional Journals
Robertson, G. L. Plane of Nutrition as it Affects Reproduction Per-
formances in Livestock. The Southwestern Veterinarian, Vol. X,
No. 1, 1956.
Other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Multilithed or Mimeographed)
Lowe, J. V., P. B. Brown, and G. L. Robertson. 1957. The Use of
Anhydrite to Inhibit the Intake of Cottonseed Meal. Animal
Industry Cir. 57-1.
Singletary, C. B., K. G. Coulon, and G. L. Robertson. 1957. The
Value of Raw Sugar in the Rations of Growing Fattening Swine.
Animal Industry Cir. 57-2.
Dairy
Articles to National Professional Journals
Branton, C, J. G. Hall, E. J. Stone, R. B. Lank, and J. B. Frye, Jr.
The Duration of Estrus and the Length of Estrous Cycles in
Dairy Cattle in a Subtropical Climate. J. Dairy Science, Vol. XL,
June 1957, pp. 628-629.
Branton, C, W. S. Griffith, H. W. Norton, and J. G. Hall. The
Influence of Heredity and Environment on the Fertility of Cat-
tle. J. Dairy Science, Vol. XXXIX, July 1956, p. 933.
Johnston, J. E., E. J. Stone, J. W. Smith, G. Schrader, and J. B.
Frye, Jr. Effects of Hot Weather on Milk Production and Forage
Consumption of Holstein Cows. J. Dairy Science, Vol. XL, June
1957, p. 616.
Landagora, F. T., L. L. Rusoff, and B. Harris, Jr. Effects of Aureo-
mycin on Young Dairy Calves Raised in a New Environment.
J. Dairy Science, Vol. XL, January 1957, pp. 50-55.
8
Miller, G. D., and J. B. Frye, Jr. The Relative Importance of Atmos-
pheric Humidity in Influencing the Grazing Performance of
Dairy Cows During Warm Weather. J. Dairy Science, Vol.
XXXIX, December 1956, pp. 1730-1734.
RusoFF, L. L., F. T. Landagora, and B. Harris, Jr. Effect of Strepto-
mycin on Growth of Young Calves. J. Dairy Science, Vol. XL,
February, 1957, pp. 119-122.
Other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Mnltilithed or Mimeograplied)
Branton, C. Methods of Evaluating Pasture Yields. February 1957.
Branton, C. The Relationship Between Feeding Practices and Milk
Production. February 1957.
Branton, C. Research on Efforts to Measure Feeding Practices on
the Farm and Their Influence on Production. February 1957.
Landagora, F. T., L. L. Rusoff, B. Harris, Jr., R. M. Crov^n, and
J. E. Bertrand. Effects of Chlortetracycline on Carcass Yields
Including Physical and Chemical Composition of Dairy Calves.
November 1956.
Rusoff, L. L., G. C. Lee, and E. J. Stone. Studies of Chlortetracycline
(Auremoycin) Distribution in Milk. February 1957.
Dairy Department Publication No. 8. Annual Progress Report, Re-
search in Dairying 1956. March 1957.
Dairy Department Publication No. 7. Breeding Better Dairy Cattle
for the South. 1956.
Entomology
Articles to National Professional Journals
Brazzel, J. R., and J. C. Gaines. The Effect of Pink Bollworm In-
festations on Yield and Quality of Cotton. Journal Econ. Ent. 49
(6) pp. 852-854, 1956.
Brazzel, J. R., and D. F. Martin. Oviposition Sites of the Pink Boll-
worm on the Cotton Plant. Journal Econ. Ent. 50 (2) , pp. 122-
124, 1957.
Floyd, E. H., and B. A. Tower. Insecticide-Impregnated Litter for
Control of the Chicken Louse (Eomenacanthus Stramineus)
(Nitz) on Poultry. Journal Poultry Science XXXV (4) , pp. 896-
900, July 1956.
9
Floyd, E. H., and L. D. Newsom. Protection of Stored Corn with
Lindane-Impregnated Sawdust. Journal Econ. Ent. 49 (6) , pp.
753-757, December 1956.
Kantack, E. J., and E. H. Floyd. Control of Some Insects Which
Damage Roots of Sweet Potatoes in the Field. Journal Econ.
Ent. 49 (6) , pp. 766-768.
McPherson, J. E., L. D. Newsom, and J. S. Roussel. Response of
Heliothis Zea (Boddie) and H. Virescens (F.) to DDT and En-
drin in Laboratory Toxicity Studies. Journal Econ. Ent. Vol. 49
(3), 1956.
Other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Mnltillthed or Mimeographed)
Brazzel, J. R. Diapause in the Boll Weevil. Mimeographed Progress
Report to the Tenth Annual Conference on Cotton Insect Re-
search and Control.
Feed and Fertilizer
Articles to National Professional Journals
Austin, H. C, Jr., F. L. Bonner, and E. A. Epps, Jr. Infrared Spec-
trophotometric Determination of DDT and Gamma Benzene
Hexachloride in Cotton Dusts. Jour. A. O. A. C. 40, pp. 286-293,
1957.
Epps, E. A., Jr., W. M. Hoffman, and K. D. Jacob. Report on Phos-
phorus in Fertilizers. II. Photometric Determination of Total
Phosphorus. Jour. A. O. A. C. 39, pp. 579-589, 1956.
Forestry
Articles to National Professional Journals
Bateman, B. a. Importance of Southern Bottomland Hardwoods in
Wildlife Management. Proc. of the Society of American Forest-
ers, pp. 194-198, 1956.
Glasgow, L. L. A Woodcock Sexing Tool. Journal Wildlife Mgt. 21
(1) p. 104, January 1957.
Glasgow, L. L. A Marsh Deer "Die-Off" in Louisiana. Journal Wild-
life Mgt, 21 (2), pp. 245-247, February 1957.
10
Glasgow, L. L. Preliminary Analysis of Woodcock Band Returns. In
:
Investigations of Woodcock, Snipe, and Rails in 1956. Sp. Sc.
Report, Wildlife No. 34, pp. 51-55, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Serv-
ice, Washington, D. C, 1957.
Glasgow, L. L. The Wintering Woodcock Population on Nocturnal
Feeding Sites in Louisiana 1955-56. In: Investigations of Wood-
cock, Snipe, and Rails in 1956. Sp. Sc. Rept., Wildlife No. 34, pp.
9-10. U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Washington, D. C, 1957.
McDermid, R. W. Accidents Cost Money. Journal Forestry 55 (3)
,
pp. 189-192, March 1957.
Other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Mnltilithed or Mimeographed)
Applequist, M. B. Service Tests of Native Louisiana Fence Post Ma-
terials. L.S.U. Forestry Note No. 12, March 1957.
Briscoe, C. B. Calibration of the Wedge Prism. L.S.U. Forestry Note
No. 14, April 1957.
Briscoe, C. B. Stand Table Construction From Relascope Plots.
L.S.U. Forestry Note No. 15, June 1957.
Briscoe, C. B. Calculation of Local Volume Factors For Relascope
Cruising. L.S.U. Forestry Note No. 16, June 1957.
Burns, P. Y. Aerial Spraying With Herbicides to Control Hardwoods
in Western Louisiana. Prog. Rept. No. 4 on L.S. #875, January
1957.
Burns, P. Y. and R. J. Adams. Girard Form Class Can Be Estimated
From Lower Bole Taper. L.S.U. Forestry Note No. 8, July 1956.
Burns, P. Y. Can Aerial Spraying Control Hardwoods? Forest Farm-
er XV (12) , pp. 4-6, September 1956.
Hansbrough, T. Growth of Planted Loblolly and Slash Pines in North
Louisiana. L.S.U. Forestry Note No. 10, August 1956.
Hayes, R. W. Natural Finishes for Wood Used on Exteriors of Build-
ings. L.S.U. Forestry Note No. 10, August 1956.
Hopkins, W. C. (Ed.) Effects of Insect Action on Removal of Bark
From Fence Posts. Coordinated Wood Preservation Council
Group Report No. 2, September 1956.
Moulds, F. R. Southern Pines in Australia. Forest Farmer XVI (10)
,
pp. 6-7, June 1957.
Moulds, F. R. and M. B. Applequist. Fertilizers Successful in Stimu-
lating Growth of Pine Plantations in Australia. L.S.U. Forestry
Note No. 13, April 1957.
11
Moulds, F. R. The Expanding Use of Southern Pines in Australia.
L.S.U. Forestry Note No. 11. March 1957.
Home Economics
Bulletins and Circulars
FiNLEY, L., and F. W. Self. Some Facts About the Fiber Quality of
Stardel Cotton. La. Agr. Exp. Sta. Circular No. 44. December
1956.
Morrison, R., and L. McBryde. Food Habits of Louisiana Boys and
Girls. La. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bulletin No. 510. April 1957.
Other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Multilithed or Mimeographed)
MoscHETTE, D., and M. Skellenger. Serum Carotene Concentrations
of 12 Pre-Adolescent Girls on a Controlled Dietary Regimen for
14 4-day Periods, June 15 to August 12, 1956.
MoscHETTE, D., and M. Skellenger. Serum Vitamin A Concentra-
tion of 12 Pre-Adolescent Girls on a Controlled Dietary Regimen
for 14 4-day Periods, June 15 to August 12, 1956.
Horticulture
Bulletins and Circulars
Miller, J. C, T. P. Hernandez, J. J. Mikell, and J. F. Fontenot.
Acadian, A New Sweet Potato Variety. La. Agr. Exp. Sta. Cir-
cular No. 46. March 1957.
Articles to National Professional Journals
Hawthorne, P.L., and N. L. Horn. Peach Storage Rot Control by
Pre-Harvest Applications of Certain Fungicides. Phytopath. Vol.
56, 1956.
Miller, J. C. Rushmore, A New Oblong Baking Type Potato. Am.
Pot. Journal, Vol. 34, No. 3, pp. 68-69, March 1957.
Sistrunk, W. a. Problems Involved in the Pre-Peeling and Packag-
ing of Sweet Potatoes. Food Technology, Vol. XI, No. 6, pp. 336-
339, 1957.
12
other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Multilithed or Mimeographed)
Hawthorne, P. L., N. L. Horn, J. C. Miller, W. F. Wilson, Jr., and
W. A. SiSTRUNK. A Preliminary Report on Strawberry Selection
188. Hort. Res. Circ. 32, September 1956.
Hawthorne, P. L., and J. M. Law. Further Container Studies in
Marketing Riper Peaches. Hort. Res. Circ. 37, February 1957.
Miller, J. C. Some Technics Used in the Breeding of Vegetable Crops
in the United States. Report To XlVth International Hort. Con-
gress, Netherlands, June 1957.
Miller, J. C, et al. Irish Potato Variety Recommendations to Agri-
cultural Agents, Seedsmen, and Growers of Louisiana. Hort.
Res. Circ. 33, December 1956.
Miller, J. C, et al. Annual Progress Report—Sweet Potato Breeding
and Yield Studies for 1956. Hort. Res. Circ. 34, January 1957.
Miller, J. C, et al. The Acadian—A New Sweet Potato Variety. Hort.
Res. Circ. 35, January 1957.
Miller, J. C, et al. Summary Report—Irish Potato Breeding and




Plakidas, a. G. Diseases of Some Vegetable and Fruit Crops and
Their Control. La. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bulletin No. 357 (revised).
June 1957.
Porter, W. K., C. H. Thomas, L. F. Curtis, and D. R. Melville.
Chemical Weed Control in Cotton. La. Agr. Exp. Sta. Circular
No. 42 (revised). February 1957.
Articles to National Professional Journals
Atkins, J. G., M. J. Fielding, and J. P. Hollis. Preliminary Studies
on Root Parasitic Nematodes of Rice in Texas and Louisiana.
Plant Protection Bulletin 5, pp. 53-56, 1957.
Fielding, M. J., and J. P. Hollis. Occurrence of Plant Parasitic Ne-
matodes in Louisiana Soils. Plant Disease Reporter 40, pp. 403-
405, 1956.
Hollis, J. P. Microbial Host Range of Dorylaimus Ettersbergensis.
(Abs.) Phytopath, 47, p. 16.
13
HoLLis, J. P., and T. Johnston. Microbiological Reduction of Nema-
tode Populations in Water-Saturated Soils. (Abs.) Phytopath,
47, p. 16.
Horn, N. L., W. F. Wilson, and M. Giamalva. Seed and Insect
Transmission of Cucumber Anthracnose. Plant Dis. Reptr. Vol.
41, No. 2, pp. 69-71.
Horn, N. L., W. J. Martin, W. F. Wilson, Jr., and M. J. Giamalva.
The Relation of Nematodes to Strawberry Culture in Louisiana.
U. S. Dept. Agr. PI. Dis. Reptr. 40, pp. 790-797, September 1956.
Lembeck, W. J., and A. R. Colmer. Aspects of the Decomposition and
Utilization of Maleic Hydrizide by Bacteria. Weeds, 5, pp. 34-39.
Martin, W. J. Three Genetic Abnormalities in the Sweet Potato Va-
riety Porto Rico. (Abstr.) Phytopathology 47, p. 23, January
1957.
Oakes, J. Y., C. N. BoLLiCH, D. R. Melville, M. J. Fielding, and J.
P. HoLLis. A Preliminary Report on Soil Fumigation for Control
of Parasitic Nematodes on Corn at Curtis, Louisiana. Plant Dis.
Reporter 40, pp. 853-854, 1956. .
Plakidas, a. G., and L. Anzalone. The Use of Fungicides in Camellia
Grafting. Am. Camellia Yearbook, 1956, pp. 74-76, December
1956.
Plakidas, A. G. Note Concerning Cercospora Abelia. Mycologia
XLVIII, pp. 880-881, 1956.
Plakidas, A. G. Camellia Petal Blight Found in Texas. PI. Dis. Re-
porter, 41 (6) , p. 547.
Plakidas, A. G., and L. Anzalone. Cercospora Leaf Spot of Photinia
Serrulata. Mycologia 49, pp. 412-416, 1957.
Porter, W. K., Jr., C. H. Thomas, L. F. Curtis, and D. R. Melville.
A Critical Evaluation of the Use of Pre-Emergence Herbicides
for Weed Control in Cotton. Weeds 5, pp. 237-242, 1957.
Sinclair, J. B. (Cooperator) . Reduction in Yield of Cotton By Di-
seases in 1956. Plant Disease Reporter 41, pp. 124-127, 1957.
Other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Multilithed or Mimeographed)
Breaux, R. D., p. H. Dunckelman, and S. J. P. Chilton. Experi-
ments on the Hawaiian Bunch Method At Louisiana Agricultur-
al Experiment Station.
Breaux, R. D., P. H. Dunckelman, P. J. Mills, and S. J. P. Chilton.
Breeding Program to Date.
Breaux, R. D., P. H. Dunckelman, and S. J. P. Chilton. C. P. Seed-
lings.
14
Breaux, R. D., and P. H. Dunckelman. Modifications in Selection
Procedure at L. S. U.
Brown, L. R., and A. R. Colmer. The Phosphomonoesterase System
of Serratia Indica. Proc. La. Acad. Sci., 19, pp. 14-21.
Chilton, S. J. P., R. D. Breaux, P. J. Mills, and R. J. Steib. Sugar-
cane Seedling Work at Louisiana State University. Sugar Bul-
letin 34, pp. 392-397, September 1956.
Hansbrough, T., in cooperation with J. P. Hollis and Max J. Field-
ing. Soil Fumigation for the Control of Nematodes and the Ef-
fect of Nematodes on Survival, Growth and Development of
Loblolly Pine Seedlings, 1956.
Hollis, J. P., and M. J. Fielding. Relative Reactions of Plant Nema-
todes to Soil Fumigants, 1957.
Martin, W. J. Investigations on Internal Cork of Sweet Potatoes in
the Department of Plant Pathology at L.S.U.
Mills, P. J., and I. L. Forbes. Reaction of Some Sugarcane Varieties
to Red Rot.
Mills, P. J., and S. J. P. Chilton. Seed Treatment Tests.
Neal, D. C, and J. B. Sinclair. Soil Fungicide Test For Stand Im-
provement of Cotton at Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 1956.
Neal, D. C, and J. B. Sinclair. Investigations of Verticillium Wilt of
Cotton in Louisiana. 1956.
Newsom, L. D., J. E. Jones, D. C. Neal, and J. B. Sinclair. Fusarium
Wilt Nematode Complex of Cotton in Louisiana. 1956.
Porter, W. K., Jr. Annual Report on Basic Work in Weed Control.
Sinclair, J. B. Occurrence and Outbreak of Late Blight on Potatoes
and Tomatoes in Louisiana. Plant Disease Situation 1957, No.
10, p. 2; No. 12, p. 1; No. 16, p. 1; No. 20, p. 2; No. 25, p. 1; No. 27.
Stamper, E. R. The Problems of Johnson Grass. 1957.
Stamper, E. R. The Effect of Chemical Combinations as Herbicides
on Johnson Grass Control in Louisiana.
Stamper, E. R., and S. J. P. Chilton. Recommendations for the Con-
trol of Johnson Grass and Other Weeds in Sugarcane. Sugar
Bulletin, Vol. 35 (10), pp. 134-139.
Steib, R. J., I. L. Forbes, and S. J. P. Chilton. A Report on Further
Studies on the Ratoon Stunting Disease of Sugarcane in Louisi-
ana. Sugar Journal, 19:10, pp. 35-36, 1957.
Steib, R. J., I. L. Forbes, and S. J. P. Chilton. Ratoon Stunting Di-
sease of Sugarcane.
Tims, E. C. Test for Mildew Resistance in Calred-Creole Hybrids.
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Poultry
Articles to National Professional Journals
Brunson, C. C, C. W. Pope, and A. B. Watts. The Effect of Con-
trolled Temperatures on the Quality of Chicken Eggs. Agri-
cultural Engineering, August 1956.
Hebert, B. a., and C. C. Brunson. The Effect of Some Hormones and
Hormone-Like Substances on Fat Deposition in Broilers. Poul-
try Sci. 35, p. 1147, 1956.
Richardson, C. E., E. A. Epps, and A. B. Watts. Energy Studies
With Broilers : The Effect of Using Various Fibrous Feedstuff
s
With and Without Added Fat in a Practical Broiler Ration. Poul-
try Sci. 35, p. 1167, 1956.
Teekell, R. a., and A. B. Watts. The Effect of Adding Certain Sup-
plements to Practical Broiler Rations. Poultry Science, 35, p.
1176, 1956.
Tower, B. A., and E. H. Floyd. Insecticide Impregnated Litter For
Control of Chicken Body Lice (Eomenacanthus Stramineus
—
Nitz) on Poultry. Poultry Science 34, pp. 896-900.
Other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Multilithed or Mimeographed)
Brunson, C. C, C. W. Pope, and A. B. Watts. The Effect of Con-
trolled Temperature on the Quality of Chicken Eggs. Poultry In-
dustry Dept. Multilith Cir. No. 70, 1956.
Brunson, C. C. Producing Broilers of Top-Quality. Yearbook of La.
Poultry Improvement Assoc. 1956.
Johnson, W. A. The Relative Breeding Efficiency of Convergent
Improvement, Crossbreeding, and Backcrossing for the Pro-
duction of Broiler Stock, 1956.
Roy, E. p., and B. A. Tower. Development of Commercial Egg Pro-
duction in Louisiana, 1957. Louisiana Agriculture.
Tovv^er, B. a. Management of Cage Layers for Commercial Egg Pro-
duction. Poultry Industry Dept. Mimeo. Circ. No. 71, p. 7, July
1956.
Tower, B. A., and E. H. Floyd. Some Common Problems of the Lay-
ing Cage Operator. Poultry Industry Dept. Mimeo. Circ. No. 72,
p. 6.
Tower, B. A., and E. H. Floyd. Some Common Problems of the Lay-
ing Cage Operator. Louisiana Poultry Improvement Ass'n. Year-
book, pp. 43-53, 1957.
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TOWER B A., and E. P. Roy. Development of Commercial
Egg Pro-
duction in Louisiana. Louisiana Poultry
Improvement Associa-
tion News Letter, 1957. ,^ t




Articles and Publications (Printed,
Multilithed or Mimeographed)
BERTRAND, A. L., and M. SouzA. A Study of Practical Nurse Educa-
tion and Practical Nursing in Louisiana.
BERTRAND, A. L. Possible Human Adjustments in Farm Areas
m a
Period of Increasing Surpluses and Declining
Prices.
Price, P. H. Discussion of 'Social Security
and the Older Farmer* by
L. J. Ducoff and S. A. Hoermann.
Sugar Station
Articles and Publications (Printed,
Multilithed or Mimeographed)
Simon, E. C. Report on New Sugarcane Varieties.
Outfield Sugars
Articles and PubUcations (Printed,
Multilithed or Mimeographed)
Matherne, R. J., and T. J. Stafford. Summary of
Important Sugar-
cane Varietal Information as Based on Tests
in Louisiana Dur-
ing Recent Years. Sugar Bulletin, Vol. 34,
No. 20, pp. 304-305,
Matherne, R. J., T. J. Stafford, L. P. Hebert, and E. C.
Simon. 1956
Sugarcane Variety Recommendations for Louisiana.
Sugar Bul-
letin, Vol. 34, No. 21, p. 316, August 1956.
Stafford, T. J., and C. B. Gouaux. Outfield Sugarcane
Variety Trials,
1955. Sugar Bulletin, Vol, 34, No. 22, pp. 375-380,
August 1956.
Stafford, T. J. Outfield Sugarcane Variety Trials,
1956.
Stafford, T. J., and R. J. Matherne. Summary of Important
Sug-
arcane Varietal Information as Based on Tests
Conducted m
Louisiana During the Period 1952-1956, Inclusive.
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Veterinary Science
Articles and Publications (Printed,
Mnltilithed or Mimeographed)
Roth, E. E. Leptospirosis May Cost You a Calf Crop. Gulf Coast Cat-
tleman, May 1957.
Branch Stations
North Louisiana Experiment Station^ Calhoun
Bulletins and Circulars
Taylor, J. C. Summit, A New Wilt Resistant Watermelon. La. Agr.
Exp. Sta. Circular No. 45. March 1957.
Other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Multilithed or Mimeographed)
Woodward, R. S., A. V. Davis, J. L. Heath, and J. C. Taylor. Annual
Progress Report, 1956.
Northeast Louisiana Experiment Station^ St, Joseph
Bulletins and Circulars
Porter, W. K., C. H. Thomas, L. F. Curtis, and D. R. Melville.
Chemical Weed Control in Cotton. La. Agr. Exp. Sta. Circular
No. 42 (revised) . February 1957.
Other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Multilithed or Mimeographed)
Carpenter, J. C, Jr. Results of Pasture Studies 1956.
Carpenter, J. C, Jr. Winter Grazing Results.
Carpenter, J. C, Jr. Grazing and Feeding Test at Winnsboro.
Carpenter, J. C, Jr., and P. B. Brown. Supplemental Feeding of
Steers Grazing Rye Pastures.
Hendrix, J. A., J. C. Carpenter, S. A. Phillips, and L. W. Sloane.
Annual Progress Report of Northeast Louisiana Experiment
Station, 1956.
Phillips, S. A. Corn Fertilizer Test.
Phillips, S. A. Cotton Fertilizer Test.
Phillips, S. A. Milo Variety Test.
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Phillips, S. A., and P. B. Brown. Supplemental
Feeding of Steers
Grazing Fescue Grass and Harding Grass Pastures.
PHILLIPS, S. A., and P. B. Brown. Drylot Performance
of Steers
After Winter Grazing Fescue, Harding Grass,
and Rye Grass.
PHILLIPS, S. A., and P. B. Brown. A Comparison of the Utilization
of
Farm Grown Feeds for Wintering Beef Calves.
PHILLIPS, S. A., and P. B. Brown. A Comparison of Three Methods
of Fattening Lambs for Slaughter.
PHILLIPS, S. A., and D. Clower. Effect of Thrip
Control in Cotton
Production.
Sloane, L. W., and L. Mason. Corn Hybrid Test No.
1.
Sloane, L. W., and D. Clower. Cotton Fruiting
Experiment.
North Louisiana Hill Farm Experiment Station, Homer
Articles to National Professional Journals
Baker F. N. Effect of Treatment with 0, O-Dimethyl-0-2, 4,
5-Tri-
chlorophenyl Phosphorothiate on Milk Production.
Journal of
Dairy Science, 40, pp. 613-614, 1957.
HANSBROUGH, T. Potential Uses of Helicopters in Forestry.
Journal
of Forestry, 54 (12) , pp. 817-821, 1956. ^
ROBINSON, N. W., W. D. GALLUP, and A. B. Nebon. The
Effect of
Added Fat on the Utilization by Steers of Nitrogen in
Wintermg
Rations. Proc. of the Amer. Soc. of Animal Production, p.
1258,
1956
RussEL, D. A. Boron and Soil Fertility. Soil Management,
U. S. Dept.
Agri. Yearbook for 1957.
Other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Multilithed or Mimeographed)
BAKER F. N., R. C. Cragle, G. W. Salisbury, and N. L.
VanDemark.
Spermatozoan Velocities in Vitro, A Simple Method of Measure-
ment, Fertility, and Sterility.
HANSBROUGH, T. Growth of Planted Loblolly and Slash Pmesm North
Louisiana. L.S.U. Forestry Note No. 10. 1956.
HANSBROUGH, T. Soil Fumigation for the Control of Nematodes
and
the Effect of Nematodes on the Survival, Growth, and
Develop-
ment of Loblolly Pine Seedlings. 1956.
Johns D. M., F. N. Baker, C. O. Briles, T. Hansbrough, J.
L.
Keogh, D. a. Russel, G. E. Wilcox, and J. W. Vittetoe. The
North Louisiana Hill Farm Experiment Station—Its Scope and
Objectives, 1956.
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Johns, D. M., F. N. Baker, C. O. Briles, T. Hansbrough, J. L.
Keogh, D. a. Russel, G. E. Wilcox, and J. W. Vittetoe. North
Louisiana Hill Farm Experiment Station Hill Farm Facts, Mis-
cellaneous-!.
Johns, D. M., F. N. Baker, C. O. Briles, T. Hansbrough, J. L.
Keogh, N. W. Robinson, D. A. Russel, G. E. Wilcox, and J. W.
Vittetoe. Annual Progress Report for 1956.
Plaquemines Parish Experiment Station^ Port Sulphur
Articles to National Professional Journals
Merrill, S., Jr., G. F. Potter, and R. T. Brown. Responses of Mature
Tung Trees on Red Bay Soil to Boron and Magnesium. Proceed-
ings of A. S. H. S., Volume 67, pp. 160-164, 1956.
Red River Valley Experiment Station^ Curtis
Bulletins and Circulars
Porter, W. K., C. H. Thomas, L. F. Curtis, and D. R. Melville.
Chemical Weed Control in Cotton. La. Agr. Exp. Sta. Circular
No. 42 (revised) . February 1957.
Other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Multilithed or Mimeographed)
Oakes, J. Y., C. N. BoLLiCH, D. R. Melville, and W. A. Nipper. An-
nual Progress Report, 1956.
Rice Experiment Station, Crowley
Bulletins and Circulars
JODON, N. E. Nato, An Early Medium-Grain Rice. La. Agr. Exp. Sta.
Circular No. 47. June 1957.
Other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Multnithed or Mimeographed)
Black, D. E. Rotation and Crop Diversification on Rice Soils in
Louisiana.
Harrell, a. T., D. E. Black, E. E. Goodwin, N. E. Jodon, E. A. Son-
nier, and R. P. Walker. 48th Annual Progress Report, 1956.
Sonnier, E. a. a Discussion of Functions of the Federal-State Rice
Inspection Service.
20
Walker, R. P. Rice Aeration, Drying and Storage Studies in Farm
Bins in Louisiana.
Southeast Louisiana Experiment Station, Franklinton
Articies and Publications (Printed,
Multilithed or Mimeograplied)
Ellzey, H. D., Jr., O. D. Curtis, and T. E. Davis. Annual Progress
Report for 1956.
Ellzey, H. D., Jr. Clovers Versus Commercial Nitrogen in a Winter
Grazing Pasture. Farm Forum No. 58, December, 1956, p. 22.
Ellzey, H. D., Jr. Winter Pasture Recommendations for Southeast
Louisiana in 1956-57.
Ellzey, H. D., Jr., and T. E. Davis. Methods of Utilizing Cattail Mil-
let by Lactating Dairy Cattle.
West Louisiana Experiment Station, DeRidder
Articles and Publications (Printed,
Mnltilitlied or Mimeographed)
ROARK, C B., J. I. Feazel, and H. E. Harris. Annual Progress Report.
RoARK, C. B. Better Pastures Mean More Beef.
RoARK, C. B., and H. E. Harris. The Use of Winter Pasture Compared
with a Maintenance Ration as Measured by Gains of Yearling
Heifers.
Iberia Livestock and Dairy Station, Jeanerette
Articles and Publications (Printed,
Mnltilithed or Mimeographed)
Cathcart, S. L., J. L. Fletcher, and C. E. Hyde. Dairy Cattle Re-
search at the Iberia Livestock-Dairy Station.
17. S. Department of Agriculture
Bee Culture Research Laboratory
Articles to National Professional Journals
Oertel, E. Observations on the Flights of Drone Bees. Annals Ent.
Soc. America 49 (5) : pp. 497-500, 1956.
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other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Multilithed or Mimeographed)
Oertel, E. Nectar Production by White Clover. Gleanings in Bee
Culture 84 (8) : pp. 461-63, 1956.
Oertel, E. Beekeeping in Louisiana. Gleanings in Bee Culture 85 (2)
:
pp. 92-95, 1957.
Oertel, E. Nectar Yields of Several Species of Honey Plants in Lou-
isiana. Proceedings of the La. Academy of Sciences 20: pp. 61-63,
1957.
Entomology Research Branch
Articles to National Professional Journals
Brazzel, J. R., L. D. Newsom, J. S. Roussel, R. C. Gaines, and T.
Cascio. The Effect of Food on Fat Accumulation of Resistant
and Susceptible Boll Weevils. Journ. Econ. Ent., 50 (4) : 459-62,
1957.
Other Articles and Publications (Printed,
Multilithed or Mimeographed)
Gaines, R. C. Resistance in Cotton Pests to Insecticides. Agricultural
Chemicals, Vol. 12, No. 4, April 1957.
Gaines, R. C. Cotton Insect Resistance to Insecticides. Proceedings
Tenth Alabama Pest Control Conference, February 19-20, 1957.
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Financial Statement
L. S. U. AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
RESEARCH FUND EXPENDITURES
Year Ended June 30, 1957
Expenditures—By Source
Percentage Amount
Federal Funds 20.0% ^,,^^^,448.28
General University Sources 43.7 ^fl:l?!til
Specific State Appropriations 27.0
865,975.95
State and Private Gifts and Grants 2.9 91,332.37





Wages 13-6 ^ 436,597.71
Travel 2.5 80,254.15
Supplies and Expense 23.9 767,299.04




Baton Rouge—University Campus and Area . . . 68.7% $2,205,759.91






C. W. Upp, Ph.D., Director
W. G. Taggart, M.S., Director Emeritus (retired)
J. J. Mikell, Ph.D., Assistant Director
T. E. Glaze, B.S., Assistant to the Director
L. V. George, B.S., Editor
Nathalie Poirier, Personnel Secretary-
Doris B. King, Secretary to the Director
Margaret Drury, Accountant
Mrs. Frances S. Stoker, Librarian
STATE STATION, BATON ROUGE
Agricultural Chemistry and Biochemistry
'E. A. Fieger, Ph.D., Professor and Head of Department
M. E. Bailey, M.S., Associate
J. F. Christman, Ph.D., Associate Professor
Ann M. Dutton, B.A., Assistant (appointed Sept. 3, 1957)
Martha E. Holhnger, Ph.D., Associate Professor (retired Jan. 16, 1958)
W. H. James, Ph.D., Associate Professor
S. A. Kaloyereas, Ph.D., Associate Professor
'J. G. Lee, Ph.D., Associate Professor
^A. F. Novak, Ph.D., Associate Professor
^Virginia R. Williams, Ph.D., Associate Professor
Agricultural Economics
'M. D. Woodin, Ph.D., Professor and Head of Department (appointed
Head of Department effective July 1, 1957)
W. H. Alexander, M.S., Associate Professor
J. M. Baker, M.S., Associate Professor (retired)
'B. Bolton, M.S., Instructor (resigned May 5, 1957)
A. J. Burns, M.S., Instructor (resigned Sept. 30, 1957)
'J. R. Campbell, Ph.D., Associate Professor
H. J. Casso, M.S., Assistant Professor (resigned May 21, 1957)
A. R. Edgar, M.S., Instructor
D. B. Frickie, M.S., Instructor
B. M. Gile, Ph.D., Professor (retired July 1, 1957)
A. C. Harper, M.S., Assistant Professor
'J. F. Hudson, M.S., Assistant Professor
J. M. Law, M.S., Assistant Professor
M. M. Lindsey, M.S., Instructor (resigned Aug. 2, 1957)
'J. P. Montgomery, M.S., Associate Professor
A. J. Ortego, M.S., Instructor
H. G. Ponder, M.S., Instructor (resigned Feb. 23, 1958)
A. R. Romaine, Jr., B.S., Instructor (appointed Feb. 23, 1958)
'E. P. Roy, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
C. J. St. Clergy, M.S., Instructor (appointed Jan. 29, 1958)
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C. L. Strebeck, B.S., Instructor (appointed
Feb. 3, 1958)
G. D. Sullivan, M.S., Instructor (resigned Nov. 9,
1957)
H. D. Traylor, M.S., Assistant Professor
(appointed Mar. 1, 1958)
^F.' H. Wiegmann, Ph.D., Associate Professor
W. F. Woolf, M.S., Instructor (appointed July 8, 1957)
Agricultural Engineering
'H. T. Barr, Professor and Head of Department
H. E. Butler, B.S., Instructor (resigned June 30, 1957)
H. Carter, M.S., Professor
L. F. Curtis, B.S., Instructor (resigned Feb. 18, 1958)
W. F. Lytle, M.S., Assistant Professor (appointed Sep. 3,
1957)
'M. M. Mayeux, M.S., Associate Professor
T. J. Nissing, B.S., Instructor (appointed May 27, 1957)
W. D. Poole, M.S., Professor
^C. H. Thomas, B.S., Assistant Professor
*F. T. Wratten, M.S., Associate Professor
Agronomy
*M. B. Sturgis, Ph.D., Professor and Head of Department
H. B. Brown, Ph.D., Professor (retired)
R. H. Brupbacher, Jr., M.S., Assistant Professor
D. S. Byrnside, Jr., M.S., Assistant Professor
H. R. Caffey, M.S., Instructor (appointed Aug. 1, 1957)
C. T. Dowell, Ph.D., Professor (retired)
'B. N. Driskell, Ph.D., Associate Professor
J. P. Gray, Ph.D., Professor
'M. T. Henderson, Ph.D., Professor
'J. E. Jones, M.S., Assistant Professor
S. A. Lytle, B.S., Associate Professor ^
L L McCormick, B.S., Assistant Professor —Outfield (located at Sprmg-
hill. La., 108 11th St., S. E.; transferred to Red River Valley Experi-
ment Station July 1, 1957) .
J. G. Marshall, M.S., Assistant Professor (mailing address:
Dean Lee Agri-
cultural Center, LeCompte, La.)
L. F. Mason, M.S., Assistant Professor
W A Meadows, M.S., Assistant (part time) (appointed July 2, 1956)
R. J. Miears, M.S., Assistant Professor (located at Rice
Experiment Sta-
tion, Crowley, La.)
C. L. Mondart, Jr., M.S., Assistant Professor
B. E. Newman, M.S., Assistant Professor
A. L. Nugent, M.S., Assistant Professor—Outfield (located
at Sarepta,
La.) (appointed Aug. 10, 1957)
C. R. Owen, M.S., Associate Professor
^W. H. Patrick, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor
W. J. Peevy, Ph.D., Professor
R. Ricaud, B.S., Instructor
F. W. Self, M.S., Associate Professor
*M. Stelly, Ph.D., Professor
W. J. Upchurch, Ph.D., Associate Professor
^W. H. Willis, Ph.D., Professor
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S. Worley, Jr., M.S., Instructor (appointed Aug. 1, 1957)
E. F. Young, Jr., M.S., Assistant Professor (mailing address: c/o Soil Con-
servation Service, Court House, Shreveport, La.)
Animal Industry
'G. L. Robertson, Ph.D., Professor and Head of Department
R. F. Boulware, Ph.D., Instructor
*P. B. Brown, Ph.D., Associate Professor
'R. M. Crown, M.S., Associate Professor
*R. A. Damon, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor
T. M. DeRouen, M.S., Assistant Professor (transferred to Iberia Livestock
Experiment Farm effective July 1, 1957)
*S. L. Hansard, Ph.D., Professor
*S. E. McCraine, M.S., Associate Professor
*A. M. Mullins, Ph.D., Assistant Professor (appointed Aug. 26, 1957)
C. B. Singletary, M.S., Assistant Professor (transferred to Idlewild ef-
fective July 1, 1957)
Nina L. Schales, B.S., Assistant (appointed Oct. 15, 1957)
*D. M. Thrasher, Ph.D., Assistant Professor (appointed July 1, 1957)
Dairy
'J. B. Frye, Jr., Ph.D., Professor and Head of Department
J. W. Abadie, B.S., Assistant (resigned Aug. 31, 1957)
J. E. Bankston, B.S., Associate (appointed Feb. 1, 1958)
*C. Branton, Ph.D., Associate Professor
*A. J. Gelpi, Jr., M.S., Associate Professor
G. A. Hindery, M.S., Instructor (appointed July 1, 1957)
*J. E. Johnston, Ph.D., Associate Professor
G. D. Miller, M.S., Instructor
E. B. Morgan, M.S., Instructor
*T. E. Patrick, Ph.D., Associate Professor
'L. L. Rusoff, Ph.D., Professor
G. T. Schrader, B.S., Assistant (transferred to Veterinary Science Depart-
ment Feb. 1, 1958)
*E. J. Stone, M.S., Assistant Professor
Entomology
L. D. Newsom, Ph.D., Professor and Head of Department of Entomology
Research
M. S. Blum, Ph.D., Assistant Professor (appointed Jan. 20, 1958)
'H. B. Boudreaux, Ph.D., Associate (transferred to part-time research July
1, 1957)
J. R. Brazzel, M.S., Assistant Professor (resigned Nov. 20, 1957)
E. C. Burns, M.S., Assistant Professor (appointed May 1, 1957)
'P. S. Callahan, M.S., Assistant Professor
*D. F. Clower, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
'E. J. Concienne, B.S., Instructor (located at Centreville, La.)
E. H. Floyd, M.S., Associate Professor
E. J. Kantack, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
W. H. Long, M.S., Assistant Professor (appointed Apr. 1, 1957)
A. D. Oliver, M.S., Assistant Professor
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J. S. Roussel, Ph.D., Associate Professor
C. E. Smith, M.S., Professor (retired)
W. T. Spink,, M.S., Assistant Professor (appointed Jan. 20, 1958)
Fertilizer and Feedstuffs Laboratory
E. A. Epps, Jr., M.S., Professor and Head of Department
H. C. Austin, Jr., B.S., Assistant Professor
F. L. Bonner, M.S., Associate Professor
W .P. Denson, B.S., Associate Professor (retired July 1, 1957)
J. L. Farr, M.S., Assistant Professor (retired)
A. H. Hallab, B.S., Instructor (appointed July 1, 1957)
J. G. Kowalczuk, B.S., Assistant Professor
J. B. McDevitt, B.S., Assistant Professor
C. C. Moreland, B.S., Associate Professor (retired July 1, 1957)
J. W. Torbert, B.S., Assistant Professor
School of Forestry
*P. Y. Burns, Ph.D., Professor and Director of School of Forestry
*M. B. Applequist, M.F., Assistant Professor
^B. A. Bateman, Ph.D., Professor
B. H. Box, B.S.,F., Instructor (located at 543 Ontario Avenue, Bogalusa,
La.)
(appointed June 1, 1957)
^C. B. Briscoe, D.F., Assistant Professor
J. L. Chamberlain, M.S., Instructor (resigned May 31, 1957)
*A. B. Crow, M.F., Associate Professor
'L. L. Glasgow, M.S., Assistant Professor
'R. W. Hayes, M.F., Professor
W. C. Hopkins, D.F., Associate Professor
*R. W. McDermid, M.F., Associate Professor
R. Moulds, Ph.D., Visiting Professor (appointed Feb. 1, 1957-May 31, 1957)
Home Economics
*Clara W. Tucker, Ph.D., Professor and Head of Department
Sally W. Babin, B.S., Instructor (resigned Jan. 20, 1958)
^Delores J. Comeaux, B.S., Instructor (resigned May 31, 1957)
*Etta Lucille Finley, M.A., Assistant Professor
Frances C. Jones, B.S., Assistant (resigned May 31, 1957)
Lavon A. McCollough, M.S., Assistant Professor (resigned Dec. 2, 1957)
^Laureame C. McBryde, M.S., Instructor
Ruth I. Morrison, Ph.D., Associate Professor (resigned June 30, 1957)
"Dorothy S. Moschette, M.A., Professor (sabbatical leave Feb. 1, 1957 - COB
July 31, 1957)
Lorraine H. Phillips, M.S., Instructor (appointed Aug. 15, 1957)
Ellafield B. QuantriU, M.S., Instructor
Merrell M. Rhodes, B.S., Assistant (resigned June 30, 1957)
Lucy R. Sibley, B.S., Instructor (appointed Jan 15, 1958 - COB June 30, 1958)
Marie Skellenger, M.S., Assistant Professor
Ruth K. Stockdale, B.S., Assistant (resigned Apr. 13, 1957)
Ruby L. Whitehead, M.S., Instructor (appointed Jan. 15, 1958)
Betty L. Woods, M.A., Assistant Professor (appointed Feb. 1, 1958)
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Horticultural Research
*J. C. Miller, Ph.D., Professor and Head of Horticultural Research Depart-
ment
J. R. Barry, Jr., M.S., Assistant Professor (located at Sweet Potato Research
Center, Chase, La.)
C. S. Blackwell, B.S., Assistant
C. del Valle, Ph.D., Instructor (appointed July 1, 1957)
J. F. Fontenot, M.S., Assistant Professor
'R. H. Hanchey, Ph.D., Professor
P. L. Hawthorne, M.S., Associate Professor
T. P. Hernandez, Ph.D., Associate Professor
T. P. Hernandez, M.S., Assistant Professor (in charge, Sweet Potato Re-
search Center, Chase, La.)
L. G. Jones, Ph.D., Associate Professor
'W. D. Kimbrough, Ph.D., Professor
*J. R. King, Ph.D., Associate Professor (returned from leave Nov. 13, 1957)
Kathryn J. Lynch, B.S., Assistant (temporary appointment May 16, 1957)
D. W. Newsom, Ph.D., Associate Professor
E. N. O'Rourke, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor
D. y. Perkins, Ph.D., Associate Professor (resigned June 30, 1957)
T. E. Pope, B.S., Assistant (resigned Dec. 31, 1956)
W. A. Sistrunk, M.S., Assistant Professor (on leave of absence, without pay,
July 20, 1956-June 30, 1958)
Plant Pathology
'S. J. P. Chilton, Ph.D., Professor and Head of Department
J. B. Baker, M.S., Assistant Professor
R. D. Breaux, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
*A. R. Colmer, Ph.D., Professor (on 6 mo. sabbatical leave March 1, 1958-
August 31, 1958)
P. H. Dunckelman, M.S., Assistant Professor (resigned Sept. 14, 1957)
C. W. Edgerton, Ph.D., Professor (retired)
T L. Forbes, Ph.D., Professor
J. P. Hollis, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
N. L. Horn, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
G. D. Lindberg, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
W. J. Martin, Ph.D., Professor
P. J. Mills, M.S., Assistant Professor
E. D. Paliatseas, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
'A. G. Plakidas, Ph.D., Professor
W. K. Porter, Jr., Ph.D., Assistant Professor
J. B. Sinclair, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
E. R. Stamper, M.S., Assistant Professor
R. J. Steib, Ph.D., Associate Professor
E. C. Tims, Ph.D., Professor
Poultry
'A. B. Watts, Ph.D., Professor and Head of Department
'C. C. Brunson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
W. A. Johnson, Ph.D., Associate Professor
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*B. A. Tower, M.S., Associate Professor
S. Wilkinson, Ph.D., Associate Professor
Rural Sociology
L. Hitt, Ph.D., Professor and Head of Department
(appointed Dean,
Louisiana State University in New Orleans, Dec. 15, 1957)
^R. J. Pellegrin, Ph.D., Associate Professor
and Chairman of Department
(appointed Jan. 3, 1958)
. .^r., t a -iqcq^
L. Bates, Ph.D., Visiting Professor (appointed
Aug. 1, 1957-June 4, iyb»)
^A. L. Bertr'and, Ph.D., Professor (on leave without
pay Feb. 11, 1957-June
30, 1958)
H. W. Osborne, M.A., Instructor
*P. H. Price, Ph.D., Associate Professor
Sugar Station
E. C. Simon, M.S., Professor and Head of Sugar Station
Outfield Sugars
T. J. Stafford, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
C. B. Gouaux, B.S., Professor (retired -P.O. Box 226, Lafayette,
La.)
Veterinary Science
W. T. Oglesby, D.V.M., Professor and Head of Department
W*. v. Adams, Jr., B.S., Associate (appointed Apr. 1, 1958)
G. T. Dimopoullos, Ph.D., Associate Professor
(appointed June 1, 1957)
V. M. Dixon, D.V.M., Assistant Professor
L. E. Foote, D.V.M., Assistant Professor
P. Henderson, B.S., Assistant
H. L. Hurst, D.V.M., Ph.D., Associate Professor (resigned
Oct. 31, 1957)
Betsy B. Knierien, B.S., Assistant (resigned Jan. 22, 1958)
^R. B. Lank, D.V.M., Professor (on sabbatical leave July 15,
1957-Jan. 19, 1958
1-Apr. 1, 1958-July 31, 1958)
^Helen E. Levy, B.S., Instructor
R. L. Mayhew, Ph.D., Professor
G. C. Miller, M.S., Instructor (resigned Oct. 2, 1957)
^R. B. Myers, D.V.M., Assistant Professor (appointed Feb. 17,
1958)
Karen R. Olson, B.A., Assistant (appointed Aug. 1, 1957-resigned Jan. 22,
1958)
Beverly H. Robinson, B.A., Assistant (appointed Sept. 23, 1957)
E. E. Roth, D.V.M., Assistant Professor
G. T. Schrader, B.S., Instructor (transferred to Veterinary
Science Feb. 1,
1958)
Betty Johnson Torbert, B.S., Instructor
F. L. Turnipseed, Instructor (appointed Jan. 2, 1958)
J. C. Williams, B.S., Instructor (appointed Sep. 23, 1957)
BRANCH STATIONS
Fruit and Truck Experiment Station, Hammond
W. F. Wilson, Jr., M.S., Professor and Superintendent of Station
D. J. Ayo, M.S., Assistant Professor (appointed Mar. 1, 1958)
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M. J. Giamalva, M.S., Assistant Professor
W. A. Poillion, M.S., Instructor
North Louisiana Experiment Station, Calhoun
R. S. Woodward, M.S., Associate Professor and Superintendent of Station
A. V. Davis, Assistant Professor (on sabbatical leave Mar. 1, 1958-Feb. 28,
1958)
J. L. Heath, Jr., B.S., Assistant Professor
A. C. Miller, M.S., Assistant Professor (appointed June 1, 1957)
J. C. Taylor, M.S., Assistant Professor
North Louisiana Hill Farm Experiment Station, Homer
D. M. Johns, M.S., Associate Professor and Superintendent of Station
F. N. Baker, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
C. R. Carter, M.S., Assistant Professor (appointed Nov. 11, 1957)
E. K. Chandler, M.S., Assistant Professor (appointed Aug. 19, 1957)
T. Hansbrough, B.S., Assistant Professor
R. G. Merrifield, M.F., Assistant Professor (appointed Feb. 1, 1958)
N. W. Robinson, M.S., Assistant Professor
D. A. Russel, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
J. W. Vittetoe, Assistant (resigned May 31, 1957)
G. E. Wilcox, Ph.D., Assistant Professor (resigned June 17, 1957)
Northeast Louisiana Experiment Station, St. Joseph
J. A. Hendrix, M.S., Associate Professor and Superintendent of Station
J. C. Carpenter, Jr., M.S., Assistant Professor
C. B. Haddon, B.S., Professor Emeritus (retired)
S. A. Phillips, B.S., Assistant Professor
L. W. Sloane, M.S., Assistant Professor
J. D. Walters, M.S., Instructor
Plaquemines Parish Experiment Station, Route 1, Port Sulphur
R. T. Brown, M.S., Associate Professor and Superintendent of Station
A. J. Adams, M.S., Assistant Professor (appointed July 1, 1957)
F. B. Schmit'z, M.S., Assistant Professor
Red River Valley Experiment Station, P. O. Box 5008, Bossier City
J. Y. Oakes, M.S., Professor and Superintendent of Station
C. N. Bollich, Ph.D., Instructor (transferred as Assistant Professor to Rice
Experiment Station July 1, 1957)
D. R. Melville, B.S., Assistant Professor (sabbatical leave Sept. 6, 1957-Feb.
26, 1958)
L. L. McCormick, B.S., Assistant Professor (transferred to Red River Valley
Station July 1, 1957)
C. W. Newman, M.S., Instructor (appointed Feb. 3, 1958)
W. A. Nipper, M.S., Assistant Professor (transferred to Dean Lee Agricul-
tural Center, July 1, 1957)
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Rice Experiment Station, Crowley
R K. Walker, M.S., Professor and Superintendent of Station (on leave with-
'
out pay Apr. 18, 1957-COB Oct. 17, 1958) . . .
A. T. Harrell, M.S., Assistant Professor and Acting
Superintendent of Station
D. E. Black, B.S., Assistant Professor
C. N. Bollich, Ph.D., Assistant Professor (transferred
from Red River Ex-
periment Station July 1, 1957)
E. E. Goodwin, M.S., Assistant Professor
E. A. Sonnier, B.S., Foreign Trainee Supervisor
R. P. Walker, B.S., Assistant Professor
Southeast Louisiana Experiment Station, Franklinton
H. D. Ellzey, Jr., M.S., Associate Professor and Superintendent
of Station
O. D. Curtis, M.S., Instructor
T. E. Davis, B.S., Assistant (resigned Feb. 19, 1958)
B. Green, M.S., Instructor (returned from military leave January 2,
1958)
West Louisiana Experiment Station, DeRidder
C. B. Roark, M.S., Associate Professor and Superintendent of
Station
J. I. Feazel, M.S., Instructor
H. E. Harris, B.S., Instructor
Dean Lee Agricultural Center, Lecompte
W. A. Nipper, M.S., Assistant Professor (transferred from Red River
Valley
Experiment Station, July 1, 1957)
Iberia Livestock Experiment Farm, Jeanerette
T. M. DeRouen, M.S., Assistant Professor (transferred from
Animal In-
dustry Department [main station] July 1, 1957)
C. E. Hyde, M.S., Assistant
Idlewild, Clinton (P.O. Box 387)
C. B. Singletary, M.S., Assistant Professor (transferred
from Animal In-
dustry Dept. [main station] July 1, 1957)
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
(Located at State Station, Baton Rouge, Louisiana)
B. Bolton, M.S., Agricultural Economist (appointed May 6, 1957)
M. L. Burks, Jr., B.S., Chemist (appointed Feb. 11, 1958)
R. W. Burrell, B.S., Entomologist
C. C. Cantwell, B.S., Apiculturist
J. Covington, M.S., Agent, Soil Scientist (resigned Mar. 18, 1957)
T. P. Dykstra, Ph.D., Senior Pathologist
N. W. Earle, Ph.D., Biochemist (appointed Mar. 1957)
S. L. Earle III, B.S., Soil Scientist (appointed Sept. 23, 1957)
R. C. Gaines, B.S., Entomologist (transferred to Agricultural
Experiment
Station July 17, 1956)
Z. F. Lund, M.S., Agent (Soil Scientist)
O. Mackensen, Ph.D., Apiculturist
D. C. Neal, Ph.D., Senior Pathologist
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E. Oertel, Ph.D., Apiculturist
W. C. Roberts, Ph.D., Apiculturist
I. L. Saveson, B.S., Drainage Engineer
H. Stoneberg, M.S., Agronomist
S. Taber, B.S., Apiculturist
W. Whitcomb, Jr., Ph.D., Apiculturist in Charge
L. S. Whitlock, M.A., Agent
(Located at Rice Experiment Station, Crowleyy Louisiana)
N. E. Jodon, M.S., Agronomist
{Located at Iberia Livestock Experiment Farm, Jeanerette, Louisiana)
S. L. Cathcart, M.S., Dairy Husbandman
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